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Transnational Legal Practice

LAUREL S. TERRY, CAROLE SILVER, ELLYN ROSEN, JENNIFER HAWORTH McCandless, CAROL A. NEEDHAM, ROBERT E. LUTZ, AND PETER D. EHRENHAFT*

I. Introduction

The current financial turmoil shaking the world illustrates the connectedness of national markets and economies. Legal practice is no exception: lawyers and their firms are experiencing the upheaval along with their clients.¹ This has resulted in new opportunities for lawyers and firms—bankruptcy and restructuring and, likely in the future, in regulatory advising as well—and, at the same time, in substantial challenges. The promise of benefits from a diversified practice—in terms of both substance and geography—is being tested as lawyers and law firms follow their clients through the uncertainties of the current economic conditions.

As law firms cut the size of their legal and non-legal staffs and decrease compensation expectations, they also are capitalizing on the benefits of a geographically diverse footprint of practice by looking to overseas activities as opportunities for growth. The number of firms announcing new offices in the Middle East, for example, has not slowed during the economic crisis.² Over the last twenty years or so, the growth of overseas activities of the largest U.S.-based law firms has far outpaced their growth within the United States, by a rate of ten-to-one.³ In 2007, more than 15,000 lawyers worked for the National Law Jour-

---

³ The NLJ 250, NAT’L L. J., Nov. 18, 2008, http://www.law.com/jsp/nlj/PubArticleNLJ.jsp?id=1202423874104 (tables include information on number of lawyers working in each office of
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250 firms in more than 550 offices located outside the United States. Indeed, two U.S.-based law firms with substantial investments in overseas offices joined the ranks of four of the London “Magic Circle” firms in a new category dubbed the “global elite.”

But the description so far relates only to the most visible part of the story of the importance of overseas-related work for U.S. lawyers. Overseas-related work also supports lawyers working for firms that do not have formal international footprints. These may be firms with foreign clients or U.S.-based clients involved in offshore activities or partnerships. They may be firms that are members of international networks or associations of lawyers that serve as a source of referral relationships, among other things. Each of these arrangements points to the continuing importance of keeping watch over the regulatory and business environment for lawyers outside the United States. The U.S. Department of Commerce Bureau of Economic Analysis estimates that the export of U.S. legal services generated $6.4 billion in receipts in 2007, while imports of legal services were valued at nearly $1.6 billion, yielding a four-to-one surplus for balance-of-payment accounts. If globalization continues, as appears likely, lawyers may be able to rely on overseas activities as a sort of hedge against instability at home. Access to overseas legal markets, then, remains an issue of high priority.

The state-based U.S. regulatory scheme is increasingly discussed in the growing global legal market. The state regulation of U.S. lawyers is viewed by many as a complicating barrier for foreign lawyers (and thus law firms) who wish to establish a presence in the United States. For U.S.-based lawyers and firms, the state regulatory structure presents a challenge for lawyer mobility, both for purposes of representing clients directly and for

---

5. Matt Byrne, Introducing the Sweet Sixteen, THE LAWYER, May 10, 2008, available at http://www.thelawyer.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?id=112764 (“Then come the firms that have gone, or are going, truly global (the UK magic circle, Skadden Arps Slate Meagher & Flom, Latham & Watkins).”); Kian Ganz, Magic Circle Keeps U.S. Rivals at Bay with Record Year, THE LAWYER, July 7, 2008, available at http://www.thelawyer.com/cgi-bin/item.cgi?id=133709 (“A&O [Allen & Overy] senior partner David Morley said: “We can see the development and emergence of a global elite. It’s a convenient phrase for describing the four international magic circle firms plus Skadden and Latham. Those firms are all over $1bn in revenue and there’s a gap opening up in terms of scale. They all have wide geographic spreads—more so with London firms than with U.S. firms—and all are focused on premium work.””).
planning and strategic management objectives of multi-office law firms.9 As the impact of the financial crisis deepens in the market for lawyers, licensing barriers may assume a more significant position, privileging some and challenging others. Firms have situated most of their international work in liberal jurisdictions such as New York and Washington, D.C., over the last couple of decades.10 One can only wonder whether other practice areas that also require relatively flexible mobility opportunities will follow this pattern.

Legal education is another area affected by global forces, with an impact on both inbound and outbound movement. On the inbound side,11 applications to U.S. graduate programs for foreign law graduates have become more streamlined as a result of the Law School Admission Council’s (LSAC) new LL.M. Credential Assembly Service.12 Indeed, during 2008, LSAC expanded its membership to include Australian schools.13 The three-year basic JD program, too, attracts a small but steady stream of applicants from overseas. These developments are evidence of the growing competitiveness of the market for law students. On the outbound side, new models for sending U.S. students overseas are emerging, and these promise to help broaden the experiences and knowledge of U.S. law students, many of whom inevitably will be working with non-U.S. law graduates in their careers.14 Related to this is the emergence of U.S.-style law schools outside of the United States. Some countries, including Korea, simply adopt the U.S.-structure of legal education as a graduate degree program.15 Others have gone further, instructing students in English and using U.S. law school methods, some even planning to seek ABA accreditation.16 As the 2006-2007 Year-in-Review article noted, the Conference of Chief Justices has adopted a resolution calling on the ABA to consider developing and implementing a


program to certify the quality of the legal education offered by universities in other common law countries.\footnote{17. Laurel S. Terry, et al., \textit{Transnational Legal Practice Developments 2007}, 42 Int’l L. 833, 850 (2008) (citing Conference of Chief Justices, Resolution 8 Regarding Accreditation of Legal Education in Common Law Countries by the ABA Section on Legal Education and Admission to the Bar).}

In sum, 2008 has shown no sign of diminishing global legal practice activity, and this article highlights some of the most important developments during the last year. The first section of this article documents developments with respect to items discussed in the 2006-2007 Year-in-Review prepared by the Transnational Legal Practice Committee.\footnote{18. Terry, \textit{supra} note 17, at 850.} The second section addresses new developments, including a number of ABA initiatives, a new legal services initiative by the Asian Pacific Economic Cooperation, a new resolution from the Conference of Chief Justices, action by the American Society of International Law, and recent topics such as offshore legal outsourcing and litigation financing.

II. Ongoing Activities Relevant to Transnational Legal Practice

The 2006-2007 Year-in-Review discussed a number of developments in transnational legal practice.\footnote{19. \textit{Id}.} This section describes new developments since December 2007 with respect to a number of initiatives discussed in that article.\footnote{20. \textit{Id}.}

A. \textsc{General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) Negotiations}

Whenever the topic of transnational legal practice arises, one usually does not have to wait long before there is mention of the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS).\footnote{21. Final Act Embodying the Results of the Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations, Annex 1B, Apr. 15, 1994, 33 I.L.M. 1125, 1167 (1994), \textit{available at} http://www.wto.org/english/docs_e/legal_e/final_e.htm [hereinafter GATS]. For a lighthearted but comprehensive introduction to the GATS, see Laurel S. Terry, \textit{The GATS and Legal Services in Limerick}, 15 Mich. St. J. Int’l L. 635 (2007).} Before providing an update on GATS developments, it is helpful to provide a brief overview for those who may not be familiar with the structure of GATS or its application to legal services.

GATS is an annex to the agreement that created the World Trade Organization (WTO) and applies to cross-border services, including legal services.\footnote{22. For additional information about the GATS’ application to legal services, see GATS: A HANDBOOK FOR INTERNATIONAL BAR ASSOCIATION MEMBER BARS \textit{(Int’l Bar Ass’n, May 2002), available at} http://www.ibanet.org/images/downloads/gats.pdf [hereinafter IBA GATS HANDBOOK]; Terry, \textit{supra} note 17 (summarizing twelve years of GATS developments).} All WTO members are bound by certain provisions of the GATS, but other GATS provisions apply only if a country lists a particular service sector, such as legal services, on its Schedule of Specific Commitments (hereinafter “Schedule”).\footnote{23. See IBA GATS HANDBOOK, \textit{supra} note 22.} A country that places legal services on its Schedule may treat foreign lawyers differently than domestic lawyers but must disclose any market access or national treatment limitations directed at foreign lawyers. A country’s legal services commitments, market access, and national treatment limitations are
listed on its Schedule according to four different “modes of supply,” or methods of delivering legal services.24

The GATS included two articles that required future action. Article XIX of the GATS required WTO members, within five years of the effective date of the GATS in 1995, to begin negotiations to further liberalize trade in services. Article VI (4) required WTO members to develop “any necessary disciplines” to ensure that domestic regulation measures do not create unnecessary barriers to trade.25 This first ongoing obligation is now handled under the auspices of the Doha Round trade negotiations; these developments are sometimes referred to as “GATS Track #1” activities.26 GATS Track #1 activities refers to the efforts undertaken pursuant to GATS Article XIX to secure commitments from additional countries to add legal services to their Schedules or, for countries that had already listed legal services, to reduce or eliminate existing limitations on market access or na-

24. All services are “delivered” across national borders by the provider to the user in one of four “modes” so named in the GATS. Mode 1 contemplates the delivery by the provider from his home office directly to a user in another country by such means as a letter or telephone call. An e-mail from a lawyer’s office in the providing country (U.S., for example) to a client in a using country (Germany, for example) is a Mode 1 delivery. In the absence of censorship and wiretapping, the delivery of services in Mode 1 is virtually impossible to control (and revenues received for such services are difficult to trace). It is likely that a majority of the legal services provided internationally are delivered this way—and are largely “below the radar screens” of regulators or statisticians. Mode 2 contemplates the receipt of services by the user at the location of the provider. In the above paradigm, the client from Germany, consulting a lawyer in the lawyer’s New York office, would be obtaining cross-border legal advice under Mode 2. Such transactions are even more difficult to monitor or control than those performed under Mode 1. Mode 3 deliveries are made by a service provider in the country of the recipient through the provider’s “permanent establishment” in the country of the recipient. This has been interpreted informally in the GATS to refer solely to the ownership of the establishment and not the identity of the personnel working there. Thus, the delivery of the New York lawyer’s work product through his firm’s office in Germany is made under Mode 3, even if no U.S. lawyers were physically present or employed in the Germany office. Finally, Mode 4 contemplates the personal presence of a service provider in the country of the user. Under the above paradigm, Mode 4 is used by the New York lawyer who personally enters Germany to consult with his client (whether or not the lawyer has an office in Germany and whether or not the consultation related to German, U.S., or any other law.) This “fly-in fly-out” (FIFO) practice is probably the most common form of international trade in legal services. But as personal entry of a national of one country into the territory of another requires the incoming individual to hold a visa allowing the entry (or a visa is waived, as it often is for such persons as a U.S. citizen lawyer going to Germany or a German lawyer visiting the United States), Mode 4 deliveries of services are enmeshed in the contentious debates in many countries, including the United States, about “immigration” policies and “border protections” aimed at terrorists. See GATS, supra note 21, at art. II(2); IBA GATS HANDBOOK, supra note 22.

25. GATS, supra note 21, art. VI(4). The complete text of this subsection states:

“4. With a view to ensuring that measures relating to qualification requirements and procedures, technical standards and licensing requirements do not constitute unnecessary barriers to trade in services, the Council for Trade in Services shall, through appropriate bodies it may establish, develop any necessary disciplines. Such disciplines shall aim to ensure that such requirements are, inter alia:

(a) based on objective and transparent criteria, such as competence and the ability to supply the service;
(b) not more burdensome than necessary to ensure the quality of the service;
(c) in the case of licensing procedures, not in themselves a restriction on the supply of the service.”

26. Id. (The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), predecessor of the WTO, and now the WTO, have conducted trade liberalization efforts in periodic rounds where trade liberalization commitments were successively enlarged. The current round is known as the Doha Round after the city in which it commenced.)
tional treatment. The second obligation is primarily handled within the WTO Working Party on Domestic Regulation and sometimes is referred to as GATS Track #2 activities. The 2008 GATS legal services developments are discussed below.

1. **Track #1 Activities**

The most obvious 2008 development (or lack thereof) with respect to GATS Track #1 is that there was no conclusion to the Doha Round of negotiations. Despite the lack of an agreement, there were notable developments during 2008. In May 2008, the Chair of the Services Council issued a report that summarized elements required for the completion of the services negotiations. This document summarized the key developments, reaffirmed the commitments in the Hong Kong Ministerial, acknowledged differences among members, and attempted to cover new ground. The Chair called for further discussion on proposed language that was bracketed in the draft. The Chair’s May 2008 report provided the basis for later consultations with WTO members. In July 2008, a revised version was circulated that was substantially different from the May draft. At the time this article was written, the July 2008 draft was the most recent version that is publicly available and thus presumably provides the clearest picture of where members are with respect to the services negotiations, including legal services. According to that July 2008 report:

1. The consultations have resulted in progress on outstanding issues.
2. [The July 2008 document] is a revised draft capturing the results of these consultations.
3. The discussion of the elements contained in [the] draft revealed certain issues which, while not specifically addressed in the draft, will require further consideration at a later stage in the [Council for Trade in Services’] Special Session.

---


29. See May 2008 Chair’s Report, supra note 27, para. 4. The bracketed language stated:

Negotiations must be driven by the same level of ambition and political will as reflected in the agriculture and NAMA modalities. While respecting the existing structure and principles of the GATS, Members shall respond to bilateral and plurilateral requests by offering commitments that substantially reflect current levels of market access and national treatment and provide new market access and national treatment in cases where significant trade impediments exist. . . . Members reiterate that the next offers shall provide market access in sectors and modes of supply of export interest to developing countries, such as Modes 1 and 4, as indicated in bilateral and plurilateral requests, in accordance with Article IV of the GATS.


31. Id. Paragraph 4 in the revised version stated:

Members reaffirm that the services negotiations are an essential part of the DDA. They recognize that an ambitious and balanced outcome in services would be integral to the overall balance in the results of the DDA single undertaking. Negotiations must therefore be driven by a high level of ambition and political will as reflected in the other areas of the DDA. Accordingly, the negotiations shall aim at a progressively higher level of liberalization of trade in services with a...
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After the issuance of this report, many WTO members participated in a “Services Signaling Conference” in Geneva.32 In his summary of this signaling conference, WTO Director-General Pascal Lamy noted that members remained committed to the Hong Kong Ministerial statements and deadlines, that he had been pleased about expressions of willingness to close the gap between applied regimes and existing commitments in several sectors, that he was encouraged by signals that involved new market openings beyond status quo conditions, that he was pleased about expressions of satisfaction with the implementation of modalities for least-developed countries, and that the exercise did not represent the final outcome of the services negotiations.33 The July 2008 report called for revised offers by October 15, 2008, with final drafts of commitments due December 1, 2008.34 Regardless of whether these deadlines were realistic, they were not met, undoubtedly due in part to global problems in global financial markets and the credit and liquidity crises.35 In December 2008, Director-General Pascal Lamy recommended against holding a Ministerial meeting in 2009.36

The final GATS Track #1 development worth mentioning is that the Australian law firm of Minter Ellison has continued to update its chart that summarizes WTO members’ legal services offers.37 This chart is regularly posted on the ABA GATS-Legal Services Track #1 webpage.38

2. Track #2 Activities

Similar to GATS Track #1, there have been several Track #2 developments since December 2007. On January 23, 2008, the Chair of the WTO Working Party on Domestic view to promoting the economic growth of all trading partners, and the development of developing and least-developed countries. There shall be no a priori exclusion of any service sector or mode of supply. Respecting the existing structure and principles of the GATS, Members shall, to the maximum extent possible, respond to the bilateral and plurilateral requests by offering deeper and/or wider commitments. Such responses shall, where possible, substantially reflect current levels of market access and national treatment and provide new market access and national treatment in areas where significant impediments exist, in particular in sectors and modes of supply of export interest to developing countries, such as modes 1 and 4, in accordance with Article IV of the GATS. Commitments shall be commensurate with the levels of development, regulatory capacity and national policy objectives of individual developing countries. In making such commitments, Members shall be guided by paragraphs 1, 2 and 7 of Annex C of the Hong Kong Ministerial Declaration.

33. Id. para. 48.
34. See July 2008 Chair’s Report, supra note 30, paras. 7-8.
Regulation circulated a new set of draft disciplines on domestic regulation. 39 This is the last draft publicly available, but a leaked June 2008 document identifies issues on which WTO members disagree. 40 Director General Lamy's July 2008 report on the Services Signaling Conference noted that effective disciplines on domestic regulation played an important role with respect to the aspirations expressed by participants. 41 The May 2008 and July 2008 Services Elements documents also reiterated the commitment to disciplines and called for intensified efforts. 42 Thus, it appears that despite the problems in the Doha Round, WTO members remain committed to the concept of horizontal disciplines on domestic regulation.

3. Other GATS-Related Developments: The IBA’s October 2008 Resolution

In addition to the ongoing GATS developments within the WTO, there were a number of other GATS legal services developments during 2008. One prominent development is the International Bar Association’s (IBA) adoption of its market access-skills transfer resolution. 43 In October at its 2008 annual meeting in Buenos Aires, the IBA Council adopted a revised version of this resolution. 44 In addition to a number of “whereas” clauses, this resolution consisted of three substantive paragraphs; it encouraged countries that have not yet done so to place legal services on their Schedule and accurately observed that such countries are permitted to place conditions on these commitments, including a requirement that foreign lawyers coming into the jurisdiction provide skills and knowledge to the local legal profession. The resolution specifies that any such conditions must be transparent, not unreasonably burdensome, non-discriminatory as among foreign lawyers, and not designed to obstruct foreign lawyers in the host jurisdiction, and not require the disclosure of confidential information. 45 Because lawyers in developed and developing countries

40. See Working Party on Domestic Regulation, Issues Received from Delegations for Discussion at the Informal Meeting of the WPDR on 8 July 2008 (June 25, 2008), available at http://www.tradeobservatory.org/library.cfm?refID=101414.
41. See Signaling Conference Report, supra note 32, para. 48. See also id., para. 47 (citing the need for disciplines to implement Mode 4 and noting the mandate in Annex C of the Hong Kong Ministerial Declaration to develop disciplines on domestic regulation before the end of current negotiations).
42. See July 2008 Chair’s Report, supra note 30, para. 5; May 2008 Chair’s Report, supra note 27, para. 5.
43. For background on this, see Terry, supra note 17, at nn. 53-55. For additional information on this resolution, see Laurel S. Terry, Remarks at the Third Annual IBA Bar Leaders’ Conference: Skills Transfer in Developing Jurisdictions (May 14, 2008), available at http://www.ibanet.org/images/downloads/BLC_Amsterdam2008/Laurel_Terry_PPT_Overview_Skills_Transfer.pdf.
45. The operative language in this resolution states:
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, by way of supplement to (and without modification or limitation of) the Resolutions by IBA Council referred to in the first preambular paragraph above:
(1) Countries that so far have not been willing to open their legal services market to Foreign Lawyers, or that have done so to a limited extent only as regards the scope of practice rights or rights of association with Local Lawyers, may wish to grant Foreign Lawyers access to their
agree that one of the best mechanisms for transferring skills is the employment of local lawyers by host law firms, the IBA currently is working on an association resolution that will address the issue of employment and partnership relationships among foreign and local lawyers.


The last Year-in-Review reported on U.S. state implementation of the ABA’s recommended multi-jurisdictional practice rules. In 2002, the ABA adopted nine recommendations regarding multi-jurisdictional practice (MJP); two of these recommendations addressed the rights of foreign lawyers to practice in the United States. MJP Recommendation 8 urged all states to adopt rules permitting foreign lawyers to practice as foreign legal consultants (FLCs) without taking a U.S. qualification examination. MJP Recommendation 9 suggested adoption of a Model Rule for Temporary Practice by Foreign Lawyers.

Any measures taken pursuant to Paragraph (1)(A) of this resolution should not require a Foreign Lawyer to disclose information that is proprietary or confidential to the Foreign Lawyer, his/her firm or any client.
eign Lawyers that would allow a foreign lawyer to engage in temporary practice (sometimes called “fly-in fly-out” or FIFO) on terms similar to the MJP rules for domestic lawyers. Although there are a variety of reasons why many U.S. jurisdictions have not yet adopted MJP rules for foreign lawyers, the incomplete adoption of MJP Recommendations 8 and 9 by all states has been discussed during the GATS legal services negotiations and has been cited as a request of our trading partners in the Doha Round negotiations.

As of October 2008, twenty-nine U.S. jurisdictions had adopted a foreign legal consultant rule, including a number of states that recently adopted or revised an FLC rule. Seven jurisdictions in the United States permit temporary practice by lawyers not licensed in the United States. The states which have adopted rules explicitly authorizing temporary practice are Delaware, Florida, Georgia, New Hampshire, and Pennsylvania. Rule language is in effect in a sixth state, North Carolina, and appears to authorize temporary practice. In addition, the Unauthorized Practice of Law (UPL) Committee in the District of Columbia has issued an opinion authorizing FIFO practice. As the prior report noted, only one jurisdiction has issued a report urging rejection of Recommendation 9. Other states continue to study the issue. According to statistics collected by the ABA, approximately 80 percent of the actively-licensed U.S. lawyers are licensed in jurisdictions that have a foreign legal consultant rule.

Although the ABA’s MJP recommendations did not include foreign lawyers within Rule 5.5(d)’s safe harbor for “in-house” or corporate counsel, several states (Delaware, Virginia, and Washington) included foreign lawyers within the ambit of their in-house counsel

---

50. See, e.g., Pub. Citizen’s Posting, GATS Requests by State, http://www.citizen.org/documents/leaked_WTO_Service_requests.pdf (last visited Dec. 16, 2008) (general requests begin on page 1; requests regarding business services, including legal services, are found on pages 3-9; state-specific requests are listed alphabetically and begin on page 35); see also Collective Request —Legal Services, http://www.tradeobservatory.org/library.cfm?refID=78740 (last visited Dec. 16, 2008).
52. Terry Chart, supra note 51, at 2.
53. North Carolina’s regulation governing MJP omits the phrase “U.S. jurisdiction” and has been read to give implied authorization for temporary practice by lawyers licensed in other countries. See N.C. State Bar, Revised Rules, Preamble and Scope, http://www.ncbar.com/rules/rules.asp (last visited Dec. 15, 2008).
55. Terry Chart, supra note 51, at 2 (the state rejecting it was Arizona).
57. See ABA CTR. FOR PROF’L RESPONSIBILITY, Chart 1: Lawyer Population and Agency Caseload Volume, Survey on Lawyer Discipline Systems (2006), http://www.abanet.org/cpr/discipline/sold/06-ch1.pdf. Compare the total population of 1,361,537 active lawyers in the United States with the 1,097,233 active lawyers in the twenty-nine jurisdictions with an FLC rule. These statistics do not include North Carolina, which has an FLC rule, or New Hampshire, which does not.
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During 2008, three additional states (Arizona, Connecticut, and Wisconsin) amended their in-house counsel rules in order to include foreign in-house counsel within their ambit. Arizona’s Supreme Court Rule 38(i)(2) took effect in January 2009 and allows in-house counsel licensed outside the United States to register in Arizona on the same basis as those attorneys licensed in a jurisdiction within the United States. Connecticut amended its rule effective January 1, 2009, so that its definition of authorized in-house counsel includes any person who “is a member in good standing of the entity governing the practice of law of each state (other than Connecticut) or territory of the United States, or the District of Columbia or any foreign jurisdiction in which the member is licensed.” Wisconsin’s new rule follows the increasingly popular model, used by Delaware in 2007, in which the words “or foreign lawyer” are added to the ABA Model Rule; thus, the new Wisconsin Rule 5.5(d) states:

A lawyer admitted to practice in another United States jurisdiction or in a foreign jurisdiction, who is not disbarred or suspended from practice in any jurisdiction for disciplinary reasons or medical incapacity, may provide legal services in this jurisdiction that: (1) are provided to the lawyer’s employer or its organizational affiliates.

Several other admission and MJP implementation-related developments are worth noting. In 2008, the Florida Supreme Court approved language amending Florida Rule of Professional Conduct 4-5.5 to provide in section (b)(3) that lawyers who are not admitted in Florida may not “appear in court, before an administrative agency, or before any other tribunal” unless authorized to do so by the applicable rules of those panels. The comments to the amendment indicate that this might include complying with the Florida Rules of Judicial Administration governing appearance by non-U.S. lawyers. Also in 2008, the Supreme Court of Louisiana amended its admission rule, effective January 1, 2009, to allow aliens “lawfully admitted for permanent residence” or “otherwise authorized to work lawfully” in the United States to qualify for admission to the bar of Louisiana. This is a significant development because the Louisiana rule had been the subject of one of the unsuccessful certiorari petitions described in the 2006-2007 Year-in-Re-

63. Id.
64. La. Sup. Ct., Bar Admission Rules, Rule XVII: Admission to the Bar Of The State Of Louisiana, § 3(B) (2008).
Finally, as noted earlier, there have been increased calls for the ABA to develop a model admission rule for foreign lawyers.66

In sum, U.S. courts continue to actively consider foreign lawyer MJP issues.67 In addition, the Domestic Summit, described below, may contribute to further developments in this area.

B. OTHER FREE TRADE AGREEMENT NEGOTIATIONS

At the time of the 2006-2007 Year-in-Review, the United States had signed free trade agreements (FTAs) with Columbia, Peru, Panama, and Korea that were still awaiting congressional approval and had one agreement—with Oman—that had been approved and was awaiting implementation.68 One year later (in December 2008), three of these four FTAs were still awaiting Congressional approval and two (Peru and Oman) had been approved and were awaiting implementation.69 In light of the November 2008 U.S. Presidential and Congressional elections, it is unclear whether the pending FTAs will be adopted in the form in which they were negotiated, if at all.

Although there was little movement on these FTAs within the past year, the Office of the U.S. Trade Representative (USTR) continued to show interest free trade agreements. In September 2008, for example, the USTR announced that the United States would join the Trans-Pacific Strategic Economic Partnership.70 Also, as is set forth in greater detail in Section III of this article, the United States agreed to be a sponsor of the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) Legal Services initiative.

C. LAWYER DISCIPLINE COOPERATION INITIATIVES

The 2006-2007 Year-in-Review discussed ongoing initiatives that focused on lawyer discipline cooperation and was triggered in part by the increasing amount of transnational legal practice.71 As the 2006-2007 article discussed, the number of U.S. jurisdictions with rules that permit foreign lawyers to practice in the United States and the number of non-

---

65. Terry, supra note 17, at 850-52.
67. See DEL. R. PROF'L CONDUCT 5.5.
68. See Terry, supra note 17, at nn. 80-85. The 2007 Year-in-Review included details about these proposed FTAs, including that they applied to legal services, included a Professional Services Appendix, and included domestic regulation provisions, investment provisions, and “standstill” provisions. The Peru and Colombia FTAs also included side letters that required a review of selected state measures, including legal services measures.
69. See id.; see also PTPA Press Releases, http://www.ustr.gov/Trade_Agreements/Bilateral/Peru_TPA/Press_ Releases/Section_Index.html (last visited Dec. 10, 2008) (includes links to information about Congressional adoption and presidential signing of the Peru Trade Promotion Agreement).
71. See Terry, supra note 17, at 850.
U.S. lawyers representing their clients in this country continues to increase.\textsuperscript{72} That article also noted that U.S. regulators have been increasingly interested in developing an accountability system for foreign lawyers practicing in the United States, including but not limited to ensuring that there exists a system to exchange information relating to misconduct and discipline.\textsuperscript{73} The 2006-2007 Year-in-Review referred to ongoing discussions among the ABA Standing Committee on Professional Discipline, the ABA ITILS Task Force on International Trade in Legal Services, and the Council of Bars and Law Societies of Europe (CCBE) to facilitate discipline cooperation.\textsuperscript{74} At a May 2008 meeting among ABA and CCBE representatives in Amsterdam, it became clear that adoption of a full international reciprocal discipline protocol based upon Rule 22 of the ABA Model Rules for Lawyer Disciplinary Enforcement would present difficulties for the CCBE. Although both organizations remain committed to fostering communication and developing further cooperation, work on the “protocol” moved to a different forum.

In August 2008, the CCBE submitted to the Conference of Chief Justices a draft Memorandum of Understanding (MOU). This document proposed a framework for situations where a foreign lawyer is charged with professional misconduct or has been disciplined by a host jurisdiction for violating a rule of professional conduct. In these situations, the regulatory authority of the host jurisdiction may notify the regulatory authority of the lawyer’s home jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{75} The draft MOU further provides that upon receipt of such information, the home jurisdiction’s regulatory authority may take whatever action it deems appropriate and shall inform the host jurisdiction of its decision. To facilitate the exchange of this information, the draft MOU states that the CCBE and the Conference of Chief Justices agree to exchange contact information for their jurisdictions’ respective regulatory authorities.

Under ABA Model Rule 22, a lawyer must provide such notice to the home disciplinary agency of any discipline imposed by another jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{76} Rule 17 of the ABA Model Rules for Lawyer Disciplinary Enforcement provides that upon the imposition of a public disciplinary sanction, disciplinary counsel shall provide notice to the disciplinary agency of every other jurisdiction where the disciplined lawyer is admitted.\textsuperscript{77} Every U.S. jurisdiction has adopted a reciprocal discipline rule similar to ABA Model Rule 22.\textsuperscript{78} In January 2009, the Conference of Chief Justices adopted a resolution endorsing discipline coopera-

\textsuperscript{72} See E-mail from Ellyn Rosen, Associate Regulation Counsel, ABA Ctr. for Prof'l Responsibility, to Laurel Terry (Dec. 16, 2008) (on file with author) (summarizing research she conducted when preparing the first draft ABA-CCBE protocol).

\textsuperscript{73} Id.

\textsuperscript{74} Id.

\textsuperscript{75} “Home” jurisdiction for lawyers generally means that jurisdiction in which an individual is “admitted” or licensed to practice law. For law firms, the concept of “home” jurisdiction is tied to the geographic and historic foundation of the firm, typically also where a firm maintains its principal office. See, e.g., Terry, supra note 17.


\textsuperscript{78} E-mail from Ellyn Rosen, Associate Regulation Counsel, ABA Center for Professional Responsibility, to author (Dec. 16, 2008).
tion with the CCBE, which was followed by the CCBE’s later adoption of similar principles.79

D. ATTORNEY CLIENT PRIVILEGE AND AKZO NOBEL

The 2006-2007 Year-in-Review also reported on a European case known as Akzo Nobel.80 In September 2007, the European Court of First Instance (CFI) addressed the issue of attorney-client privilege in EU antitrust (competition) proceedings.81 The Akzo Nobel court found that certain documents were protected by attorney-client privilege and that some of the procedures used by the European Commission were improper because the Commission examined the documents without giving the affected parties an opportunity to assert the attorney-client privilege issue before the CFI.82 The court agreed that the privilege covered internal company documents drawn up exclusively to seek legal advice from an independent lawyer.83 But it rejected the argument that communications with the company’s in-house counsel were protected.84 The court held that the attorney-client privilege applied only to independent lawyers and that the privilege did not apply to internal communications involving in-house lawyers.85 The decision of the CFI was similar to the decision by the European Court of Justice (ECJ) in AM&S in which the Court denied the attorney-client privilege extended to European in-house counsel.86

When the 2006-2007 Year-in-Review was written, the period for an appeal of Akzo Nobel was still pending.87 The case has now been appealed to the ECJ, and a number of parties—including the ABA—have filed a petition to intervene.88 In February 2009, the ECJ

---

80. Terry, supra note 17, at 857.
82. Id. para. 101.
83. Id. paras. 122-23.
84. Id. paras. 166-69.
85. Id.
87. Terry, supra note 17, at 857.
88. See ABA, Application for Leave to Intervene in Case C-550/07 P (on file with author) [hereinafter ABA Intervention Petition]; Molly McDonough, Flying Under the Radar, ABA JOURNAL, Jan. 2005, available at http://www.abajournal.com/magazine/flying_under_the_radar/ (stating that “[t]he ABA took steps to allow for the filing of a ‘written statement of intervention’—the equivalent of an amicus brief—in support of extending the privilege, in the combined cases of Akzo Nobel Chemicals Ltd., No. T 125/03 R, and Akcros Chemicals Ltd., No. T 253/03 R, but no brief has been submitted.”).

The ABA intervention petition explained as follows the basis for the ABA’s interest in the case:

Many ABA members, whether they practice in the United States or in other countries, represent clients with international business operations. In the course of those representations, it is necessary for ABA members to interact with other lawyers around the world who also provide legal services to the same clients, including lawyers in the EU in which, under the AM&S decision as confirmed by the CFI, client-lawyer communications with in-house attorneys are not protected.
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rejected the ABA’s intervention petition.89 Because of the importance of the attorney-client privilege issue, this case will be closely followed by many interested in transnational legal practice, even though the ABA’s petition for intervention was rejected.

E. FATF

The 2006-2007 Year-in-Review provided background information about the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) and its ongoing, hotly-contested negotiations.90 In 2008, those negotiations came to fruition with the October 28 adoption of an FATF document entitled “Risk Based Guidance for Legal Professionals” (“Lawyer Guidance”).91 The Lawyer Guidance, which contains 125 separately numbered paragraphs and is a complex document, was the product of interventions by the ABA, the CCBE, and the IBA, among others.92 Although it is beyond the scope of this article to address that document in detail, it is a significant development about which it is worth knowing. Fortunately, Kevin Shepherd, who was one of the ABA’s FATF negotiators, has written an excellent article that sets forth

However, such US-privileged materials are at risk of seizure by the Commission in an on-the-spot investigation; indeed, so are client-lawyer communications occurring wholly inside the United States that are prepared solely for the purposes of giving confidential legal advice to the client or for the purposes of litigation in the US. Both types of communications, which have a high degree of protection (absolute in the case of the attorney-client privilege) in the United States, are liable to examination and copying by the Commission during investigations under Article 20 of Regulation No 1/2003 or to compelled production under requests for information under Article 18 of that Regulation. The problem has become acute since the Akzo judgment. Increasingly, Commission investigations extend to undertakings whose primary place of business is located outside the European Economic Area (“EEA”), including several prominent companies incorporated in the US. Based on the Akzo judgment, the Commission asserts the right to seize or require production of confidential client-lawyer communications that were made or received in the United States (both in-house and external) and are privileged under U.S. law if these are held in, or can be electronically accessed from, the EU/EEA. The lack of protection under the LLP in Commission investigations for (1) communications between EU lawyers and lawyers and clients located in the US, and (2) communications that are produced in the US, both of which are created for the purposes of giving confidential legal advice in the U.S. and are fully privileged in U.S. litigation, has a significant chilling effect on the ability of those multinational clients to have the benefit of effective, coordinated legal services.

As stated, many ABA members are employed in Europe as corporate counsel and are directly affected by the ruling in Akzo refusing the protection of LLP to confidential communications giving legal advice to their employer. As it stands, the CFI’s judgment in Case T-255/03 will therefore gravely impair the ability of many ABA members to participate effectively in the administration of justice in EU Member States and before the EU jurisdictions. If the Court upholds the judgment of the CFI on the basis of the rule as stated in AM&S confining the protection of LLP to independent lawyers entitled to practice their profession in the EU/EEA, it will also directly affect a far wider category of members of the ABA (both in the EU/EEA and in the US) since their confidential advice given under the full protection of privilege in the U.S. will be open to scrutiny and potential use as evidence by the Commission in the circumstance described above.


89. See Order of the President of the Court, Case C 550/07 P (Feb. 5, 2009) (on file with author).
90. Terry, supra note 17, at 846.
92. Id.
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the history of the FATF and the background that led to the Lawyer Guidance; his article provides the equivalent of a legislative history that explains how the various provisions in the Lawyer Guidance came to exist.93

Although an in-depth review is beyond the scope of this article, a brief review of this important document is in order. As noted in last year’s report, FATF is an inter-governmental body established to develop and promote anti-money laundering and terrorism financing policies at the national and international levels.94 In 1990, FATF adopted a set of forty recommendations;95 in 2001, it initiated a review of those forty recommendations, resulting in its May 30, 2002, Consultation Paper known as the Gatekeeper Initiative.96 This FATF consultation paper proposed that “certain professionals, such as lawyers, should...serve as ‘gatekeepers’ to the international financial and business markets” by, *inter alia*, disclosing client breaches of the rules, even if such information was obtained in confidence, though not revealing the disclosure to the affected clients.97 The FATF Recommendations encouraged countries to develop a risk-based approach to efforts to combat money laundering and terrorism financing. The theoretical and practical underpinning of the risk-based approach is to ensure that limited resources to combat money laundering and terrorist financing are used so that the greatest risks receive the highest attention.98 As Mr. Shepherd points out, this risk-based approach differs fundamentally from a rules-based approach under which a lawyer would be required to comply with particular laws, rules, or regulations irrespective of the underlying quantum or degree of risk.99 The Lawyer Guidance adopts a risk-based approach and does so in a “stand alone” document that focuses exclusively on the legal professions.100

One of the most contentious issues in the FATF was whether lawyers would be subject to the “suspicious transaction reporting” (STR) obligation with respect to their clients.

---

94. Fatf-gafi.org, About the FATF, http://www.fatf-gafi.org/pages/0,3417,en_32250379_32236836_1_1_1_1_1,00.html (last visited Mar. 26, 2008).
96. ABA Gatekeeper Resolution, supra note 95.
97. Id. The ABA report summarized the FATF Gatekeeper recommendations as follows:

The Consultation Paper proposes that certain anti-money laundering measures be extended to lawyers, such as (1) increased regulation and supervision of the profession, (2) increased due diligence requirements on clients, (3) new internal compliance training and record-keeping requirements for lawyers and law firms, and, (4) under certain circumstances, “suspicious transaction reporting” (“STR”) requirements that would require lawyers to report to a government enforcement agency or a self-regulatory organization (“SRO”) information that triggers a “suspicion” of money laundering relating to a client activity.

Id. A proposed “noisy withdrawal” rule would require lawyers to breach confidentiality and inform appropriate officials of their clients’ conduct. The Gatekeeper Initiative would also prohibit lawyers from notifying their clients of the lawyers’ disclosures.

98. See LAWYER GUIDANCE, supra note 91, para. 18.
99. Shepherd, supra note 93, § IV.
100. See LAWYER GUIDANCE, supra note 91 (stating the legal professions addressed in the Guidance include lawyers and notaries).
Mr. Shepherd’s forthcoming article provides background on this issue and explains the handling of this issue in the Lawyer Guidance:

The lawyer groups steadfastly refused to agree to the inclusion of any provision in the Lawyer Guidance that would impose an STR requirement on lawyers. The lawyers explained that the imposition of an STR obligation on lawyers would run afoul of the attorney-client privilege and the duty of client confidentiality and would prove injurious to the attorney-client privilege. After considerable debate, FATF and the lawyers resolved the issue by acknowledging that STRs are not part of risk assessment; rather, STRs represent a response mechanism once a suspicion of money laundering has been identified. Because of the risk-based approach orientation of the Lawyer Guidance, FATF agreed to language that would not impose a mandatory STR obligation on legal professionals. However, in those jurisdictions where a law or regulation mandates the filing of an STR report, the risk-based approach does not apply and the legal professional must comply with the rule (the so-called “rules-based approach”). FATF thus leaves it to individual countries to adopt either a risk-based or rules-based approach on STRs for legal professionals.101

The Lawyer Guidance identifies country risk, client risk, and service risk as factors a lawyer should take into account. According to Mr. Shepherd, the Lawyer Guidance is consistent with the ABA policy that emphasizes the need for the legal profession to develop “good practice in the design and implementation of an effective risk-based approach.”102 One contentious issue during the negotiations was how to weigh risks associated with beneficial ownership. After meeting in September 2008 to address this issue, the FATF and the private sector resolved this issue before the October 2008 FATF plenary meeting.103

Although U.S. lawyers may not yet have heard much about the FATF Recommendations or the Lawyer Guidance, this may change in the future. A number of bar associations around the world have recently adopted anti-money laundering policies that seem to be driven, at least in part, by the FATF developments and in anticipation of possible government action.104

101. Shepherd, supra note 92, § V(A)(3)(a); see also LAWYER GUIDANCE, supra note 91, ¶ 120.
102. Shepherd, supra note 93, § VII; see also ABA GATEKEEPER RESOLUTION, supra note 95, and the 2008 ABA Resolution discussed infra.
103. Shepherd, supra note 93, § V(A)(5).
There have been several new developments in antitrust and reform initiatives directed towards the legal profession. In February 2008, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) issued a report on competitive restrictions in the legal profession. The OECD Report addressed the issues of independent regulatory authority for legal services, entry restrictions, exclusive rights, and advertising and price restrictions. It also discussed regulation of the legal professions (market failures and rent-seeking), removing unnecessary restrictions, and informed versus uninformed buyers. In July 2008, the Federation of Law Societies of Canada publicized the results of a study that had been commissioned regarding Ontario’s legal services market. This report was prepared in response to the Canadian Competition Bureau report on self-regulated professions, which had called for a response within two years. In July 2008, France commenced its own investigation into the legal profession—the Darrois Commission. The Commission, led by Jean Michel Darrois, has been assigned by President Sarkozy to study the legal profession in France and examine the multi-disciplinary practices and non-lawyer investment in law firms; on April 8, 2009, the Commission issued its report which concluded, *inter alia*, that the professions of notary and avocat should not be merged, but should permitted to work together and that for certain types of law structures, there may be up to 25 percent outside investment under certain conditions.

One significant development in 2008 concerns the ongoing implementation of the October 2007 U.K. Legal Services Act. The Legal Services Act has three main components: it dramatically reshaped the regulation of the legal profession in England and Wales; it revamped the complaints system for lawyers; and it created a framework that will permit England and Wales to follow in the wake of Australia and allow multidisciplinary practices and publicly traded law firms.

There have been a number of new developments with respect to the first and third components of this U.K. legislation. With respect to the restructuring of the regulatory

105. For developments in 2007, see Terry, *supra* note 17, at 854-56.
108. See *Terry*, *supra* note 17.
111. See Terry, *supra* note 17, at 856.
system, the new Legal Services Board has now been appointed; as required by the legislation, this Board has a non-lawyer chair and a non-lawyer majority.113 The U.K. Solicitors Regulation Authority (SRA) and the Bar Standards Board (BSB), both of which are “approved regulators” under the new Act, have issued a number of consultations in connection with the October 2007 Legal Services Act.114 With respect to the third component of the legislation, which concerns alternative business structures, the SRA issued regulations that took effect in March 2009 and will permit non-lawyers to hold up to 10 percent of the equity interest in a law firm; these non-lawyer owners, however, are not permitted to be passive investors.115 The regulations that would allow passive equity investment (and possibly publicly traded law firms) are not expected until 2011 or 2012. This third component of the U.K. Legal Services Act has been the subject of intense interest in the United States as well as the United Kingdom since its adoption.116

III. New Developments

This section describes several ABA and U.S.-related developments and several transnational legal practice “hot topics.”

A. ABA Activities

In August 2008, the ABA House of Delegates adopted a resolution supporting the contribution that negotiated liberalization of international trade makes to the rule of law.117 The ABA House of Delegates also adopted a resolution relevant to the FATF negotiations.118 During the 2008 ABA Annual Meeting, the ABA also sponsored several “summits.” In prior years, the ABA’s Task Force on International Trade in Legal Services (ITILS), which is tasked with assisting the coordination of the ABA’s involvement with issues relating to the international multijurisdictional practice of law,119 successfully or-

117. ABA Res. 108B (Aug. 2008) (“RESOLVED, That the American Bar Association supports the contribution that the negotiated liberalization of international trade in goods and services, through government-to-government trade agreements, makes to the spread of the Rule of Law, both at the state-to-state level and within participants’ domestic legal systems.”).
119. See Terry, supra note 17, at 841 n. 47-48.
organized European and Asian “summits” of legal services leaders. Encouraged by these prior events, in 2008, ITILS organized separate meetings with Korean and Indian bar leaders. Summit participants discussed the issues and concerns related to transnational practice. ITILS also convened a meeting of representatives of U.S. law firms with multiple foreign offices to explore the issues facing these law firms. Leaders in the ABA and its Section of International Law have also had ongoing discussions with the leaders of the CCBE.

Other ABA sections have been active in areas related to transnational legal practice. In 2008, the Section of Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar formed an “International Committee” that will make recommendations to the Council. In August 2008, the ABA House of Delegates adopted a Model Rule for Registration of In-House Counsel. In a compromise before the vote, a number of individuals and entities agreed not to oppose the proposed Model Rule if the ABA Section of Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar would consider developing a model registration rule for foreign in-house counsel. Additionally, several commentators, including Professor Steve Gillers, have called on the ABA to develop a Model Rule on Admission of Foreign Lawyers.

B. NON-ABA U.S. DEVELOPMENTS

In November 2008, members of the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) agreed to fund a legal services initiative. In August 2008, APEC’s Trade and Investment Committee approved a legal services initiative designed: to “facilitate the provision of services in foreign and international law” by conducting an inventory of APEC members’ existing requirements for the licensing of foreign lawyers to supply services in foreign law and international law; to work in associations with local professionals; to identify best practices; and to establish an APEC Legal Services Framework to reduce impediments to the provision of services in foreign and international law among APEC economies.

Another important set of developments came from the Conference of Chief Justices (CCJ). In January 2008, the CCJ adopted a resolution endorsing the ABA’s Model Rule for Temporary Practice by Foreign Lawyers. This resolution is worth reading in full because it shows the CCJ’s understanding of many of the issues related to global legal practice:

120. Id. at 841-42.
121. See id. at 842.
122. See Memorandum from Randy Hertz, Section Chair, ABA Section of Legal Educ. and Admissions to the Bar, & Hulet H. Askew, ABA Legal Educ. Consultant, to Council Members of the ABA Section of Legal Educ. and Admissions to the Bar (Sept. 18, 2008) (on file with author) (announcing the creation of a special committee on international issues).
123. Gillers, supra note 7.
124. See E-mail from Todd Nissen, Dir. of Servs. Trade Negotiations, Office of the U.S. Trade Representative, to author (Dec. 5, 2008) (announcing the funding decision) (on file with author).
WHEREAS, United States lawyers and law firms from nearly every state and territory are increasingly called upon to provide legal advice on questions of American law in other countries; and

WHEREAS, some countries are reluctant to allow United States lawyers to provide this service unless comparable recognition is provided to their lawyers throughout the United States; and

WHEREAS, most American jurisdictions have already promulgated rules regarding "temporary practice" by qualified lawyers admitted in another state and territory of the United States; and

WHEREAS, the American Bar Association has promulgated a stand-alone Model Rule for Temporary Practice by Foreign Lawyers; and

WHEREAS, several American jurisdictions have promulgated rules permitting temporary practice by qualified lawyers from other countries or have included foreign lawyer temporary practice provisions in Rule 5.5 of their Rules of Professional Conduct; and

WHEREAS, the experience of these American jurisdictions has not led to significant problems regarding the conduct of these foreign lawyers or to disciplinary proceedings; and

WHEREAS, the provision of such legal advice is increasingly important to American businesses and citizens throughout the nation; and

WHEREAS, the decision to promulgate a rule regarding temporary practice by foreign lawyers is separate and distinct from the decision whether to agree to having the rule listed as a commitment of the United States under the General Agreement on Trade in Services;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Conference urges the highest court of each state or territory, that has not already done so, to consider adopting a rule permitting temporary practice by foreign lawyers.127

This 2008 resolution followed an earlier CCJ resolution endorsing the ABA’s Model Foreign Legal Consultant Rule and its resolutions about legal education and lawyer admission.128

Another 2008 U.S.-related development was the new interest shown in transnational legal practice by the American Society of International Law (ASIL). The ASIL issued its Report of the Task Force on Global Professional Responsibility,129 a document that confirms that the ASIL interest group in transnational litigation and arbitration will increase its focus on

127. Id.
128. See Terry, supra note 17, at 848 (discussing the CCJ’s Resolution 7 Regarding Authorization for Australian Lawyers to Sit for State Bar Examinations and Resolution 8 Regarding Accreditation of Legal Education in Common Law Countries by the ABA Section on Legal Education and Admission to the Bar, both of which are available at http://ccj.ncsc.dni.us/LegalEducationResols.html).
international legal ethics issues. In November 2008, ASIL also cosponsored a conference with Harvard Law School on globalization and the legal profession.\textsuperscript{130}

C. Transnational Legal Practice 2008 “Hot Topics”

A number of transnational legal practice “hot topics” generated significant discussion in 2008.\textsuperscript{131} In addition to the U.K. Legal Services Act and FATF developments described earlier, the topics of litigation financing and offshore legal outsourcing were frequent topics of discussion. Although the litigation financing phenomenon may be much less significant in 2009 as a result of the global credit crisis and the collapse of many hedge funds, in 2008, there was significant interest in these litigation financing companies, many of whom are international.\textsuperscript{132} One expert has estimated that about $3.0 billion has been committed for patent litigation investments and another $750 million to $1.0 billion for general litigation.\textsuperscript{133}

During 2008, offshore legal outsourcing was another “hot topic” and a recurring theme in analyses of globalization’s impact on multinational businesses.\textsuperscript{134} Corporations divide their activities into segments and relocate them where the combination of labor costs, infrastructure, and other costs of doing business allow the activities to be performed most efficiently. For lawyers, the relationship of jurisdiction to a lawyer’s work often trumps other forces, but the use of offshore workers to perform certain, often routine tasks in the providing of legal services has been in the news often.\textsuperscript{135} General Counsels are interested in saving on legal fees whenever possible. Outsourcing particular legal services to India and other jurisdictions has offered a cost-saving option to general counsels. For law firms, outsourcing can expand the capacity of the firm without taking on additional permanent


\textsuperscript{131}. In addition to these topics and the conferences cited elsewhere in this article, several important symposia were published in 2008. These include: Symposium, Globalization of the Legal Profession, 28 NW. J. INT’L L. & BUS. 399 (2008); Symposium, Globalization of the Legal Profession, 14 IND. J. GLOBAL LEGAL STUD. 1 (2007); Symposium, From Canons to Codes to Rules: 1908-2008 and Beyond: A Centennial Celebration of the ABA Legacy: Lawyer Ethics, 2008 J. Prof. L. 1 (includes a number of articles that address international developments); Symposium, Global Legal Practice Developments, 27 PENN ST. INT’L L. REV. (forthcoming 2009).


\textsuperscript{134}. On offshore outsourcing of legal services generally, see Mary Daly & Carole Silver, Flattening the World of Legal Services? The Ethical and Liability Minefields of Offshoring Legal Services, 38 GEORGETOWN J. INT’L L. 401 (2007).
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staff. There are some indications that offshore outsourcing of legal services is an increasing trend.\(^{136}\)

Although offshore outsourcing provides flexibility to clients and law firms, it also raises concerns about the delegating lawyer's ethical obligations to her client. It presents especially interesting issues with regard to transnational practice because it may involve the use of non-U.S. law graduates to perform work that is governed by U.S. law. During the last two years, at least six bar association ethics committees have issued opinions on the ethical challenges posed by offshore outsourcing, including an opinion by the American Bar Association's Standing Committee on Ethics and Professional Responsibility.\(^{137}\) Each opinion concluded that a lawyer could satisfy her ethical obligations and outsource work offshore.

At least four general issues are addressed by the offshore outsourcing opinions: (1) duty of care in selection and supervision (which relates to the issue of unauthorized practice); (2) duty to maintain confidentiality; (3) duty to avoid conflicts of interest; and (4) duty to inform the client that the delegating lawyer is outsourcing the work.

The opinions address the issue of whether outsourcing to individuals who are not admitted in a U.S. jurisdiction violates the rules against the unauthorized practice of law.\(^{138}\) They conclude that outsourcing offshore to non-U.S. lawyers does not constitute unauthorized practice, or aiding the unauthorized practice of the non-U.S. law graduates, so long as the delegating attorney adequately supervises the workers performing the outsourced work.\(^{139}\) The duty to supervise outsourcing workers involves the related duty of the delegating lawyer to exercise "independent judgment in deciding how and whether to use [the services performed by the outsourced worker] on the client's behalf."\(^{140}\) This duty is analogous to the duty a lawyer owes when delegating work to a paralegal and

---

136. See, e.g., Laurel S. Terry, *The Legal World is Flat: Globalization and its Effect on Lawyers Practicing in Non-Global Law Firms*, 28 NW. J. INT’L L. & BUS. 527 (2008) (citing GlobalSourcingNow’s prediction that there will be 79,000 legal process outsourcing jobs in India by 2015 and other predictions that the revenues from legal services offshoring will grow from $146 million in 2006 to $640 million by the end of 2010).


138. See ABCNY, supra note 137, at 2 (“Some jurisdictions have concluded that any work performed by a non-lawyer under the supervision of an attorney is by definition not the ‘unauthorized practice of law’ violative of prohibitory provisions . . . . This committee does not go so far. However, . . . [s]upervision within the law firm thus is a key consideration.”).

139. ABA, supra note 138, at 3 (“The challenge for an outsourcing lawyer is, therefore, to ensure that tasks are delegated to individuals who are competent to perform them, and then to oversee the execution of the project adequately and appropriately.”); L.A. COUNTY BAR, supra note 137 (“[A]ttorneys who contract for services which assist the attorneys in representation of their clients do not assist in a violation of [the rule against unauthorized practice] so long as the attorney remains ultimately responsible for the final work product provided to or on behalf of the client.” (internal citation omitted)).

140. SAN DIEGO COUNTY BAR ASS’N, supra note 137, at 5.
involves a related duty of care in selecting, supervising, and monitoring the outsourcing worker. The delegating lawyer must take reasonable steps to ensure that the outsourcing worker is competent to perform the services.\textsuperscript{141} The San Diego opinion makes the point that if the delegating attorney is completely unfamiliar with the expertise required to perform the outsourced work, she may not be able to fulfill her duty of care in delegation.\textsuperscript{142} Finally, the delegating attorney must take reasonable steps to provide adequate supervision and instruction with regard to the services outsourced. The distance involved in offshore outsourcing may make adequate supervision and instruction difficult.\textsuperscript{143}

A second challenge to structuring an outsourcing relationship with offshore workers performing legal services involves the duty to maintain client confidences. Offshore outsourcing itself does not limit this duty. Instead, the delegating attorney must assess the risk of disclosure of client confidences by the outsourcing worker and take steps to minimize such risks. The ABA recommends using “[w]ritten confidentiality agreements” to minimize the risk of inappropriate disclosure;\textsuperscript{144} this also may help compensate for differences in the standard of conduct regarding the confidentiality required of outsourcing workers according to their own regulatory framework.\textsuperscript{145} Others urge the delegating attorney to investigate the protectiveness inherent in the organizational structures of the outsourcing firms.\textsuperscript{146}

A third concern about offshore outsourcing is that outsourced workers may simultaneously work for opposing parties who have also delegated work to the outsourced worker. At least one law firm has solved this concern by creating a dedicated team of outsourcing workers to work exclusively with their firm.\textsuperscript{147} The duty of the outsourcing lawyer to investigate for conflicts, both with the outsourcing worker and with any intermediary outsourcing firm that contracts with the delegating lawyer and the outsourcing worker, is clearly articulated in the opinions.\textsuperscript{148} If concerns about confidentiality require the delegating attorney to use fictitious names in the documents it shares with the outsourcing worker and intermediary firm, such as in a planned takeover merger, this may impinge upon the ability to thoroughly investigate conflicts of interest. Finally, the delegating

\textsuperscript{141}. See N.C. BAR, supra note 137, at 2 (“When contemplating the use of foreign assistants, the lawyer’s initial ethical duty is to exercise due diligence in the selection of the foreign assistant.”).

\textsuperscript{142}. SAN DIEGO COUNTY BAR ASS’N, supra note 137, at 10.

\textsuperscript{143}. FLA. BAR, supra note 137, at 4 (“Attorneys who use overseas legal outsourcing companies should recognize that providing adequate supervision may be difficult when dealing with employees who are in a different country.”).

\textsuperscript{144}. ABA, supra note 137, at 5.

\textsuperscript{145}. The delegating lawyer should investigate the extent to which the law of the outsourcing worker’s jurisdiction supports the duty of confidentiality as it exists in the US. See SAN DIEGO COUNTY BAR ASS’N, supra note 137, at 11.

\textsuperscript{146}. See ABA, supra note 137, at 3 (urging investigation of outsourcing “premises, computer network, and perhaps even its recycling and refuse disposal procedures); FLA. BAR, supra note 137, at 4 (suggesting limiting computer access to only those files necessary to perform the outsourced work); ABCNY, supra note 137, at 4 (“Measures...to help preserve client confidences...include restricting access to confidences and secrets, contractual provisions...and periodic reminders regarding confidentiality.”); LA COUNTY BAR, supra note 137, at 14 (urging consideration of the outsourcing worker’s “contract relationship with the” outsourcing intermediary firm).

\textsuperscript{147}. See Haynes and Boone, http://www.haynesboone.com/affiliations/ (see “Outsourcing”).

\textsuperscript{148}. See ABCNY, supra note 137, at 4; LA COUNTY BAR, supra note 137, at 14.
lawyer should remind the outsourcing worker that the duty to avoid conflicts is ongoing and relates to new work accepted at any time.

Finally, the delegating lawyer faces an initial decision of whether to inform the client that she intends to outsource the work. This decision is informed by two issues. First, if any confidential information is disclosed, the delegating lawyer must inform the client before outsourcing the work. Second, the delegating lawyer must consider the client’s expectations regarding who will perform its work (and if the expectations are unclear, at least one opinion directs that disclosure must be made on the grounds that reasonable client expectations are for its work to be performed by persons within the delegating lawyer’s law firm). A related issue is how the delegating lawyer may charge for the outsourced work. It is clear from the opinions that passing along the cost of the services, with a reasonable allocable overhead charge, is permissible. Less clear are the circumstances in which the delegating lawyer may charge for the outsourcing workers’ services just as it does for services of its associate lawyers and paralegals—that is, apart from cost plus overhead. The relationship of fees to disclosure is one that would benefit from further discussion.

IV. Conclusion

In sum, 2008 has been another active year in the area of transnational legal practice. In light of the ever increasing volume of transnational legal practice and the global initiatives discussed in this article, it appears that this pace of development is likely to continue in the future.

149. See ABA, supra note 137, at 5 (“Thus, where the relationship between the firm and the individuals performing the services is attenuated, as in a typical outsourcing relationship, no information protected by Rule 1.6 may be revealed without the client’s informed consent. The implied authorization of Rule 1.6(a) and its Comment [5] thereto to share confidential information within a firm does not extend to outside entities or to individuals over whom the firm lacks effective supervision and control.”).

150. SAN DIEGO COUNTY BAR ASS’N, supra note 137, at 8.

151. See ABCNY, supra note 137, at 5. Note also that a reasonable overhead charge may be added to the charges of the outsourcing worker’s services without implicating the duty to disclose. See id.

152. See ABA, supra note 137, at 5–6.